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elexxion AG
Schützenstrasse 84
78315 Radolfzell
Germany

www.elexxion.com

It's here! elexxion, the global technology leader for
high-quality dental lasers, is presenting the claros
pico® for  professionals.

The claros pico® is an absolutely full-featured, professional-standard dental laser that
comfortably fits in one hand. With its lithium ion technology, it offers all the mobility
that modern practices demand.

What does that mean for you on the front line? With the claros pico® you´ll be getting a
diode laser that opens up new treatment possibilities in endodontics, periodontics and soft
tissue surgery at the "push of a button". You´ll be able to treat numerous indications more
effectively - and give your practice a new competitive edge in the process. And, needless to
say it boasts a laser bleaching function that your assistants can use on their own.

For more information about the brand new claros pico® please visit our website.

Just 115 x 90 x 28 mm: the claros pico®

“elexxion’s latest development is
absolutely brilliant. 

It´s exactly what practitioners
like us need!“
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